INVESTIGATIONS AS INDISPENSABLE

Under Article 12 of the UN Convention Against Torture, States parties are obligated to promptly, impartially, and effectively investigate acts where there are reasonable grounds to believe that any form of ill-treatment has been committed, in any territory under its jurisdiction, even in the absence of a formal complaint (ex officio) or physical marks.

Reasonable grounds are assessed on the context, where in some contexts any allegation will be considered to amount to ill-treatment, whereas, in other contexts, a higher standard of proof may be needed. Moreover, the information justifying an investigation may be sourced from those other than the victim including witnesses, doctors (especially during medical screenings), family members, NGOs or lawyers.

This is central to affecting prosecution and redress. Complaint and investigative mechanisms need to be established and accessible under domestic law. Any criminalization is clearly ineffective without effective investigation and prosecution. The burden of investigating an allegation of torture rests with the state.

ELEMENTS OF AN INVESTIGATION: PROMPT, IMPARTIAL, EFFECTIVE

Prompt: Initiating an investigation within hours or days of complaint limits time and opportunity for tainting evidence and the intimidation of victims and witnesses. The failure to promptly investigate may also constitute a de facto denial of redress and therefore violation of article 14. In terms of medico-legal documentation, access to a forensic doctor should be immediately granted upon request as traces of torture and ill-treatment can disappear.

Impartial: The authority responsible for conducting the investigation should be neutral (or external), and if possible independent, from the authority being accused by the victim (e.g. police) or prosecuting (e.g. Director of Public Prosecutions) a case against the victim. Also, there should be no institutional or hierarchical connection between the investigators and the alleged perpetrators. Impartiality also requires thoroughness taking all reasonable steps to obtain and examine all relevant information.

Effective: has been defined as needing to be ‘capable of leading to the identification and punishment of those responsible’. Investigators are also to be conferred with the sufficient powers to this end, including power to: obtain all the information necessary; summon and compel testimony; access to or power to commission impartial medical or other experts. Importantly, the investigators must also be provided with the necessary budgetary and technical resources. The investigation should be transparent and engage with the victims and their lawyers and with the public to ensure accountability. This is essential if justice is not only done but also seen to be done.

COMPLAINT MECHANISMS

Article 13 of the UNCAT provides victims with the ‘right to complain to competent authorities, and to have their case promptly and impartially examined’. Complaints need not be filed for an investigation to be initiated. Officials such as judges and prosecutors should exercise their official capacity to order investigations (ex officio).

Basic principles guiding effective complaint mechanisms are: i. availability: any detainee or interested parties should have the right to lodge a formal complaint to a designated authority; ii. accessibility: ability to make both oral and/or written statements, both internally and/or externally to their place of detention, freely and through a user-friendly process; iii. confidentiality: direct and confidential access to the designated authority with steps taken to avoid intimidation and reprisals; iv. effectiveness: processing to be independent, prompt and thorough, leading to redress and accountability; v. traceability: requires a record of complaints in a specific register and a system for compiling statistics.

VICTIM AND WITNESS PROTECTION

CAT Article 13 provides that steps should be taken so that complainants and witnesses are protected against ill-treatment or intimidation. The alleged perpetrators of torture or ill-treatment are to be removed from positions of power over victims, witnesses and investigators. The suspect must be suspended or reassigned pending investigation.

PURPOSES OF AN INVESTIGATION: CLARIFY, IDENTIFY, PROSECUTE, REDRESS

The Principles of the Effective Investigation and Documentation of Torture set out the purposes of an investigation as being to i. clarify facts and establish responsibility, ii. identify measures needed to prevent recurrence, and iii. facilitate prosecution and redress.

MOREOVER

- Related investigatory mechanisms include more systemic, reform-oriented approaches such as parliamentary inquiries, commissions, internal investigations.
- In addition to the Principles, the Istanbul Protocol and Principles for the Investigation of Arbitrary Executions provide guidance on effecting investigations.
- Obligations to investigate are arguably further strengthened where public officials are also required to formally report whenever they are made aware of allegations.
- Similarly, prosecutorial and judicial authorities are in positions and therefore have a responsibility to initiate investigations where there are indications, whether explicit or not, that those being brought before them could have been subjected to ill-treatment.
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